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Abstract – In last decade, the increasing number of failing digitalization initiatives is alarming, and the insufficient attention paid to the risks of electronic business (e-business) issues and their management continues to be a key element of these project failures. While number of practical developments in e-business applications is increasing, the increase of implementation processes failures continues to be at an alarming level. This process requires a clear plan to ensure the successful implementation of e-business applications. The study aims is to analyses the necessary progress and steps needed for successful digitalization processes implementation in business organizations. The main scope is the minimization of e-business risk. The approach taken is to identify and minimize the potential risks and to define a strategy of pre-arrangement progress in digitalization projects based on Frank's Model. A unified framework and empirically tested using collected data from field study involved participants from Shipping Service Enterprise in Libya, represented by senior managers in core company management processes. The case findings suggest that people, process and technology dimensions are considered to be the key issues of digitalization adoption in the shipping services sector in Libya. An implementation strategy developed centered on HEEK's model concluded with suggestions as to how digitalization processes can better support e-business management and implementation. The contributions of this paper include the identification and description of critical digitalization barriers and develop an implementation strategy for organizations grounded on the understanding of different roles of key dimensions with strategic alignment role of technology, people and processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most organizations in developing countries are struggling to realize the benefits of successful digitalization processes implementation and better management performance [1]. Furthermore, Argue that the outcome of successful implementation plan depends on several issues: one of the most important fundamental issues is to develop an implementation strategy that should be formalized in a unified framework, this approach can confidently support the concept of e-business innovation [2]. The organizations adopting digitalization strategy in order to minimize the risk of e-implementation failure [3]. Within the scope of this paper, the aim to focus on the significant role of key digitalization dimensions in ensuring a scientific involved approach in e-business implementation to support major limitations faced by current daily process [4]. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; begin with a literature review of digitalization based on e-business, organizations and e-business deployment, explain the research methods, which uses a case study methodology. Next the cases are described and analyzed based on an HEEK's framework. The findings are presented through a discussion of the different roles of key implementation dimensions. The paper concluded with
contributions for current research. The addressed question is seeking how do shipping companies in Libya identify and manage activities that are the root cause of failure problems in digitalization projects?

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The wider concept of digitalization process that including all electronically facilitated information connections, both within an organization and with external stakeholders, for a range of business processes support [5]. The term therefore is taken to include the use of all information systems and related technologies, irrespective of whether they use the internet or is accessed via web technologies. The design of digitalization projects in the developing world stated that circumstances of developed world organizations may not meet an organization’s requirement in developing world [6]. The results of IT/IS application implementation in developing world context suggests to focus on organization’s key transformation dimensions[6] [7]. The key dimensions are mainly linked to technology, which represents infrastructure, ICT/IS and existing information; processes and management method; people capabilities and so on. There is still no agreement on a single specific approach that has been carefully chosen for digitalization projects in organizations in the developing world [9]. For example, e-business project among organizations in the developing world still seeking specific models based on requirement meets the nature of local organizations’ environment [10]. However, there is a need to identify and map the potential risks of digitalization processes implementation as well as innovative tools for foundation and investigative tool for potential success implementation strategy and demand for appropriate evaluation models to be in place[11]. However, this variety of technologies and their applications makes it conceptually challenging to define digitalization. Building on prior definitions and adopted understanding of the field, the study will adopt the digitalization definition as ‘use of digital technologies to innovate a e-business model and provide new revenue streams and value-producing opportunities in industrial ecosystems’. This definition holds at its heart the view that digitalization is much more than just the application of various digital technologies[12].

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Frank’s model argued that the development of e-business strategy could begin with the assessment of the actual organization's circumstances; the framework helps to support the assessment of an organization to capture its digitalization implementation barriers, drivers and readiness to accept new potential digitalized solutions. A fundamental is needed for the classification of three main elements for digitalization opportunity. These key elements are: Process, Technology and People Figure 1. Illustrates the elements of frank's model.

![Digitalization Framework](image)

Figure 1 Digitalization Framework based on Key elements development processes Adapted by the authors from Frank (1997)

The Frank's model also supported by Heek's model [6], who argued that approaching an appropriate decision of digitalization implementation is depended on an organization's capacity to perform it and to an analysis several core key dimensions. The standard nature of the Heek's theory is based on technological aspect for the evaluation of current and designed systems in an organization's attempts to transfer to e-business processes. It is comparatively easy to measure the organization's existing technology state, which is stated as “the actuality”. The outcome categories were identified as following: Total Failure where the initiative fails soon after the deployment is completed or later; Partial Failure when some benefits have been achieved but the central goals of the initiative are unachieved, or there may be unwanted outcomes; the last is Success of an Initiative situation of most significant desirable outcomes and the expected key goals are achieved. Heek's theory investigated and shaped the understandings into what often drives
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deployment initiatives’ success or failure as a blueprint for digitalization processes implementation. Aligning with Frank model theory, Heeks mode, formed the transformation between the professional knowledge (design) and the (actuality) organization’s current circumstances as illustrated in figure 2.

![Figure 2 key dimensions of Digital Transformation Adapted from Heeks model [6]](image)

Even with appropriate time for planning, analysis and design work, the initiative may not be applicable in a business environment designed to work in Heek’s model [6]. However, to achieve the targeted goals of a transformation plan, several stages were indicated at the level of current e-business process. There is a growing interest in the analyses needed to track the details of risk that can lead to the failure of implementation process. In the case of Libya, currently, the failure keeps organizations in shipping services sector in Libya on the incorrect side of e-business. Thus, implementation success possibilities emphasis the way of how e-business can be designed and implemented within the daily companies' work processes framework [1]. However, a number of Business models have been developed to establish how an organization can move to an advanced level of comprehensive ICT/IS applications towards digitalization approach,[13], thus, there is no single proofed strategy for organization advantage achievement on the digital application. However, the shipping companies in Libya need to assess its current particular business process environment, identifying opportunities, overcoming barriers, and could also designing and implementing digital tools and applications that advantage to the organization itself, their business partners and their stakeholders [14].

IV. THE PROPOSED MODEL

Number of studies argue and developed models for assessment of the elements of digitalized business change in a developing world context; the model has been used for empirical studies on e-business maturity assessment in organizations in particular higher education sector in Libya based on joined critical factors [15]. The model will be adopted in this study and centered on three key concepts of digitalization which are: Technology; People; and Process concepts describes the footsteps of implementation strategy in shipping business sector in Libya. The transaction stages are involved in review of significant digitalization dimensions as key concern in implementation strategy. The study will adopt the model [15] which presents five stages of implementation phases contributing to continuous organizational readiness, people skills, and process and technology enhancement as illustrated in figure 3.

![Figure 3 Framework of Digitalization progression assessment among shipping sector in Libya](image)

From the above discussion, the strategy scenarios are based on two concepts: firstly, from the digitalization dimensions in each business process (dimensions harmonization), and targeting the lowest level of digitalization maturity which is considered as key critical processes for implementation development process. Secondly, once the allocated core organization process which is
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considered as the most valuable process by the top managers, the implementation progression should focus the company's most valuable processes, and ensure that e-business development efforts should be taken at an organizational level, not at an individual or departmental level. However, the engagement of both above scenarios could support digitalization processes harmonization that could lead to better development of digital transformation in less risk of failure and generate initial e-core process implementation activities. Both scenarios will be performed and demonstrated on shipping services company in this study.

V. METHODOLOGY

A case study approach was adopted to scope detailed and intensive knowledge about digitalization in the selected case in context of shipping services sector. The approach aims to provide opportunity to gain a rich understanding of the research context and enabling answers of research question [16]. In addition to provides a deeper insight and understanding of the conceptual relations in explaining the existing situation. A key participant selected to be a person knowledgeable about current ICT and business processes in the RWD case shipping company and key process managers such as IT manager, records operation manager, and finance manager are the interviewees. However, for the present implementation strategy development research, RWD company was the selected case for data analysis, and in particular focusing on the development of CRM, business records management process as an established important process in this paper. However, based on the data collected from the study, a primary study was developed and conducted between the periods of (September 2020 to December 2020) in to selected case.

The Case study: RWD Case Shipping Agency is one of the largest companies operating in Libya in the field of maritime shipping and has four branches distributed in four Libyan cities with the largest sea ports in Libya. The company has been working in this field for more than 20 years. And it has more than 150 employees for various jobs. The company seeks to develop the quality of its services through digital transformation and the automation of its procedures. The main operations on which the company’s system relies are summarized in operating and financial operations and tracking and following up the movement of containers.

VI. FINDINGS:

The study investigated how do shipping companies in Libya identify and manage activities that are the root cause of failure problems in digitalization projects? While there is evidence of satisfactory digital application readiness level and awareness at staff’s management level of the importance of digitalization development, the implementation framework has already helped classify a number of issues which affect most process areas to some degree that need to be addressed at RWD company. Based on the case outcome, the emerged issues of critical digital implementation strategy barriers have been defined.

Based on the analyses of the Frank's and Heek's models outcomes, the emerged issues of critical digital implementation barriers have been defined. The barriers were based on the dimensions categories. Process barriers; (1) lack of clear reliable plan for digitalization processes management; (2) lack of clearly defined allocated budget; (3) lack of electronic based process and lack of top-level enforcement; (4) fragmented company's geographical location based on sea ports locations. Technology barriers are; (1) instability of the power electricity; (2) lack of reliable internet connection; (3) lack of reliable networks and infrastructure; (4) lack of structured electronic data and web-applications. People barriers are; (1) lack of training programs; (2) lack of people’s e-skills; (3) lack of awareness of digitalization benefits; and (4) lack of digital strategy knowledge and interest.

However, the general manager shows high interest in adopting digital applications and readiness for starting digitalization strategy, but with lack of knowledge on the implementation approaches, the RWD company seriously need to adopt clear plan and take into account the above barriers for potential maximum benefits of digitalization project. These barriers were taken into consideration during the development of implementation framework strategy to be feed to an implementation plan of digitalization in RWD shipping company. The finding outcomes illustrated the possible high success of digital implementation at RWD shipping by identifying and managing the activities that possibly cause failure problems in digital implementation projects. While the most valuable processes assigned by the top-level managers at RWD shipping agency, operation management process has been selected for the demonstration of the digitalization strategy. Based on the assessment findings and, the highest level of implementation at the operation processes management was at the stage three (Access) in terms of Technology deployment and clarity of procedures, but, no clear plan for documentation was in place. The lowest potential digitalization level was at second phases (connect) as the company's staff and employees e-skills and awareness are still not enough for the high success adoption of the digitalization process. However, the proposed urgent implementation action should be started on the people dimension first and to be aligned with the process and technology available in the current situation. The required digitalization implementation phases in RWD operation
management process in are illustrated in figure 4.

![Figure 4 Digitization phases at Business Record Management (BRM) in RWD case](image)

According to the RWD case results, the potential risk was in the people dimension. Therefore, the targeted development priority for digitalization should focuses on the people domain where lower digitalization impact and skills were low compared to other two dimensions in order to maintain the harmonization. This progress is part of the whole development of implementation strategy process for starting a digital business development. As a result, the priority scenario for BRM process in RWD case is to develop its business domains harmonization starting from the view of people dimension. Figure 4 emphasis the assessment of e-business maturity in the six key UOMS process based on scale framework.

VII. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The study has identified risks threat success of digitalization adoption approach and has highlighted its effects on business development strategy decision. The study framework can be adopted as a useful analytical tool to study digitalization risks and its emergence, as well as demonstration of how the impact of digital business dimensions and relates barriers are mediated through decisions or actions taken to solve risk problems. Future studies could focus on other contexts in organizations in sector to release other internal and external dimensions and aspects in related to digital applications adoption and success implementation strategy.
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